Players
• 2-4 Students

Materials Needs
• Rhyme Time Word Cards
• Game Board
• Game Markers (One for Each Player)

Preparation
• Print, cut, and laminate Rhyme Time Words Cards
• Print and laminate Game Board

Directions
• Lay Rhyme Time Word Cards face-down.
• The first player picks the top card. Player must say the name of each picture and come up with a word that rhymes with it.
• If the player comes up with a rhyme, they move to the color on the board that corresponds with the color of the word on their card.
• The first player to make it to the end is the winner.

If a student has a difficult time coming up with a real rhyming word, have them think of a “silly rhyme”.

RHYMING TIME
START

Take another turn!

Miss your turn!

Take the short cut!

Move back 1 space.

Miss your turn!

END